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ABOUT THE ARAD
IWI ARAD Assault Rifle designed for Infantry use, Special units and Law Enforcement units complies with the most stringent NATO
standards for small arms, including environmental standards.
IWI ARAD is especially intended for all kinds of combat scenarios with its ability to change calibers.
IWI ARAD is equipped with a Picatinny rail to enable the use of a variety of optics and other attachments. The Picatinny rail is
an integral part of the upper receiver of the rifle. In addition, there are M-LOK rails at the 3, 6 and 9 o’clock positions along the
handguard. It includes a telescopic buttstock which allows the users to adjust the length individually for their particular needs.
The modular structure of the rifle enables the user to easily dismantle and replace the barrel. The weapon is fully ambidextrous
with controls on both sides of the rifle.
IWI ARAD Assault Rifle is a short stroke gas piston operated with a regulator which allows constant operation in all environmental
conditions.

OPTIMIZED ERGONOMIC DESIGN
ʷ

Retractable polymer stock

ʷ

Highly ergonomic pistol grip

ʷ

Fully ambidextrous weapon: safety lever, magazin release, bolt catch, charging handle

ʷ

Enlarged trigger guard for easier access for glove use

ʷ

4 points along the rifle for QD or Cord attachments

ʷ

3 different barrel lengths: 9.5”, 11.5” ,14.5”

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
Designed for minimum operator and armorer level
maintenance, thus reducing maintenance and life cycle
costs

ʷ

Short-stroke gas piston

ʷ

3 position gas regulator – Regular, Suppressed and
Extreme conditions

ʷ

100% interchangeability, reducing the overall costs of the
system

ʷ

Optional: MIL-STD 1913/M-LOK accessory rails at the 3, 6
and 9 o’clock positions

ʷ

All the metal parts of the weapon are corrosion resistant

ʷ

ʷ

Hammer-forged, chrome-lined, free-floating barrel for
enhanced accuracy & life cycle

Hard-anodized monolithic aluminum MIL-STD 1913 Rail in
the upper receiver

ʷ

Quick detachable barrel can be easily replaced by the user
without dismantling the assault grip

ʷ

Uses any NATO \ MIL STD 5.56 steel, aluminum or polymer
magazines

ʷ

ARAD | TECHNICAL DATA

ʷ

Model

Caliber

Rifling

Barrel
length (mm)

Total
length (mm)
butt retracted

Total length
(approx. mm)
butt extended

Weight
(approx. Kg)
(w/o magazine)

Rate of fire
(approx. Rd./min)

ARAD 11.5

5.56X45mm

6 RH Grooves, 1:7" twist

292 (11.5”)

720

800

2.98

700~1100

ARAD 14.5

5.56X45mm

6 RH Grooves, 1:7" twist

368 (14.5”)

790

875

3.07

700~1100

ARAD 300 BLK

300 BLK

5 RH Grooves, 1:7" twist

241 (9.5”)

625

710

2.78

700~1100

Technical data may change according to weapon's configuration

IWI has the right to modify and/or change the information in this Catalog (including the pictures) without prior notice. This Catalog is the property of Israel Weapon Industries (IWI)
Ltd. This Catalog shall not be duplicated, used, or copied in any form, except with the prior written permission of Israel Weapon Industries (IWI) Ltd.. Acceptance of this Catalog will
be construed as acceptance of the foregoing conditions

ARAD 5.56X45mm | 300 BLK
MULTI CALIBER SUPPRESSED ASSAULT RIFLE / CARBINE

AVAILABLE COLORS:

IWI ARAD is especially intended for all kinds of combat scenarios with it’s ability to
change calibers
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ARAD 11.5
5.56X45mm Assault Rifle
292mm barrel length

ARAD 14.5
5.56X45mm Assault Rifle
368mm barrel length

ARAD 300 BLK
300 BLK Assault Rifle
241mm barrel length

Desert

ARAD | OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

MEPRO 21

MEPRO M5

MEPRO MOR

MEPRO MX3 F/T

Day / night self
illuminated reflex sight

Red dot weapon sight

Multi-purpose reflex
sight with two laser
pointers (Visible and IR)

X3 Magnifier with Integrated
Side Flip Adaptor

MEPRO X4

MEPRO MINIMON L

MEPRO GLS

MEPRO STING

Day scope with x4
magnification

Multi-functional night vision
mini-monocular (Side flip
adaptor - optional)

Self-illuminated reflex sight
for 40mm grenade launcher

Dual wavelength laser
pointer

REMOVABLE IRON SIGHT

ASSAULT GRIP

BAYONET

BAYONET
With flash suppressor

With quick detach

5.56 SUPPRESSOR

BIPOD
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